
GET READY TO 
THRIVE WITH 
OUR HIVE!
Our Franchise Opportunity Puts You 
at the Cutting Edge of the Rapidly 
Expanding Digital Advertising Industry
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A Chance to Break Into a 
Brand New World  
The advertising industry is booming like never before, projected to reach a value 
of $389 billion by 2026. At Bee Local Marketing, empowering small businesses to 
compete in a digital world is at the core of what we do. It’s why we’ve created a 
franchise opportunity with a proven business model that’s designed to be profitable 
and turnkey. With our expert support, training, and unrivaled qualifications, you’ll have 
everything you need to tap into a trending industry, benefit local businesses, and create 
your own success!

Our operating concept is refreshingly simple and doesn’t require a significant upfront 
investment. It’s easier than ever to manage the workflows effectively within our 
system, either on your own or with a small team, maximizing your profitability without 
excessive costs. As businesses shift towards more digital marketing-reliant operations, 
the demand for our expertise only continues to grow. We live in a world of cutting-
edge platforms and services that are constantly evolving. As a Bee Local Marketing 
franchisee, you’ll be at the forefront of these advancements, delivering work that stays 
ahead of the curve.
 
Bee Local is not your ordinary marketing agency. We are a team of passionate 
individuals with expertise in web design and development, campaign ideation, creative 
execution, and digital marketing. We pride ourselves on being more affordable and 
accessible to small businesses than typical agencies, without compromising on quality. 
As a Bee Local franchise, you’ll deliver high-quality work and achieve exceptional 
results, making a real impact on your client’s success!
 
We’re all about that buzz, baby! And we’re ready to create a thriving hive of passionate 
entrepreneurs, dedicated to building a better future for themselves and their 
communities, full of sweet success.
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Secure Your Future At The 
Forefront of the Digital 
Marketing Revolution
With our unique position as the only local digital marketing franchise out there, you’ll have a 
distinct advantage in a trending market! With low investment costs and high ROI potential, 
it’s a winning combination that puts you on the fast track to success. Don’t miss out on the 
unlimited market growth and the chance to be part of a cutting-edge, evolving industry! 

Unique and Different: We’re the only franchise of its kind out there! Stand out from the 
crowd and establish yourself as a trailblazer in an exciting and ever-growing market.

Low Investment, High Potential: Our low cost of entry and low overhead make it easy to 
dive right in. With a strong operating model and proven sales, the potential for success is 
limitless.

Turnkey Business Opportunity: Our business model has been perfected. You’ll have access 
to all the tools you need to hit the ground running and achieve your entrepreneurial goals.

Strong Potential ROI: Bee Local Marketing offers a strong potential ROI with a financially 
sound concept and high demand in most markets so you can expect financial success.

Market Growth and Opportunity: The available market is virtually endless and constantly 
growing. This is a chance to tap into the increasing need for solutions for long-term growth.

Cutting-Edge and Evolving: We live in a space of cutting-edge platforms and services 
that are constantly evolving. Stay ahead of the competition at the forefront of industry 
advancements.

Affordable and Accessible: Our concept is built on a simple sales model that has been 
proven over five years. With our expert training, you can manage the business efficiently 
from day one.
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Join Our Thriving Hive Today 

Soar to New Heights With 
Our Supportive Swarm 

We’re on the hunt for franchisees who know how to make waves in the world of business. At Bee Local 
Marketing, we’re seeking candidates with a knack for dealing with decision-makers, building strong 
relationships, and sealing the deal with a smile. Potential partners should possess the following qualities: 

• Strong sales, marketing, and networking abilities
• Enthusiasm for building client relationships
• A passion for supporting local businesses
• A strong marketing background is preferred, so you can talk the talk

As a Bee Local Marketing franchisee, you’ll receive a comprehensive business blueprint that lays out the 
path to success, guiding you through the ins and outs of our proven system. We’re here to ensure you 
reach new heights in your entrepreneurial journey!

Operational Support: Bee Local Marketing provides ongoing training and support in sales techniques, 
maintenance, customer service, supplies, and administrative procedures.

Staffing Support: We have a special emphasis on guidelines and requirements for hiring, providing job 
description templates and alternative staffing solutions. 

Marketing Support: Bee Local Marketing coordinates the development of advertising materials and 
consumer marketing plans as well as built-in lead generation solutions. 

Purchasing Support: Bee Local Marketing negotiates quantity discounts on platforms, marketing 
materials and other needed items in order to pass on savings to franchisees. 

Developmental Support:  Our management and leadership will continue to research methods that 
enhance franchise profitability to be leveraged as new franchise tools and systems.
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Investment
Snapshot
Minimum Initial Investment:
$53,700

Franchise Fee:
$30,000

Royalty Fee:
6% of Gross Sales

Local Advertising:
3% of Gross Sales

Corporate Marketing Fund:
1% of Gross Sales
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Don’t Wing It!
Pursue Your Passion With Our Proven 

Path To Success. 
Ready to learn more about how a Bee Local Marketing franchise can help you achieve your dreams?

Contact us today to get started on your journey to financial success!



This is not a franchise offering. A franchise offering can be made by us only in a state if we are first registered, excluded, exempted 
or otherwise qualified to offer franchises in that state, and only if we provide you with an appropriate franchise disclosure document. 
Follow-up or individualized responses to you that involve either effecting or attempting to effect the sale of a franchise will be made 
only if we are first in compliance with state registration requirements, or are covered by an applicable state exclusion or exemption.

90 Whispering Woods Road, Guilford, CT 06437  |  203-640-4737  |  franchising@beelocalmarketing.com 
Learn more at franchise.beelocalmarketing.com


